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Our summer is sizzling…

FEELING
Gators & Eagles
& Blakes, Oh My

I

f Country radio were a petting zoo,
it would probably be a pretty
dangerous place – frogs and rabbits
aside. Recent high-profile,
major market re-branding projects
have highlighted the decades-old
naming phenomenon as it enters a
new era of electron-fast consumer
interaction and real-time audience
measurement. As consultant Bob
Glasco asserts, “All the names we
give radio stations are really for the
purpose of recall and are driven by
Arbitron [diary methodology].” But
do those branding strategies apply
in a PPM world? Country Aircheck
examined that question and more
for this in-depth look at radio branding.

NEW?

If a jock does a lackluster break that isn’t interesting,
KUPL/Portland Dir./Programming Scott
engaging or compelling, it’s not going to work under
Mahalick, who recently re-launched the station
either methodology.”
as “98.7 The Bull,” believes new measurement
may change some branding mechanics, but the
Do You Feel Like I Do?
fundamentals are unaffected. “There is literally
Mahalick’s comments spotlight the idea that the stazero difference in branding in a diary market or a
tion brand is greater than a name, slogan or graphic,
metered market,” he says. However ... “I think we
though each is a useful tool for defining
got lazy in diary markets. There was a lot
the broader entity – the brand. Some say
more forgiveness because it wasn’t about
a brand is an experience, even an aura or
what a station was actually doing, but
feeling. “If you think about it as you would
what it was perceived as doing. So, if you
a person,” Glasco says, “it’s their personality
had a strong brand, you could get away
and what they stand for and are famous for.”
with a lot of sins. [And] there is more
Brand Like A Rock Star author Steve Jones
forgiveness in a PPM market if you don’t
explains, “Your brand is the emotional
hammer the brand 22 times an hour.
reaction that your radio station has on the
“What the meter has done is held you
Bob Glasco
listener. It’s not the logo, it’s not the posito a higher level of accountability,” he
tioning statement, the color scheme, your
continues. “If you’re doing great, enterstation voice or anything else. It’s a combination of all
taining radio, you’re going to win no matter how it’s
those things and everything else that happens around
measured. I would challenge anybody to sit down sideyour radio station. It’s a big cumulative effect, but ultiby-side, diary or PPM, and identify what great radio is.
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able part of re-branding. “When we purchased KUPL,
mately, it’s an emotional connection.
“For example,” Jones continues, “if I were in Boston there was perceptual research dating back to 2005
that showed the audience was getting older. The
during game seven of the Bruins series, I’d make sure
that my logo is black and yellow even if my logo is nor- perception was of an older station,” Mahalick admits.
“We were up against a competitor that had a more
mally blue and red. It’s like the Google lesson. When
fun, youthful, hipper image. The brand,
you go to the Google homepage, they’ve
‘Couple’ as they called it, was not sexy
tweaked it for whatever day it might be,
or appealing to anyone under the age of
whether it’s Mother’s Day, St. Patrick’s Day
45. So, we could’ve spent lots of money
or some unknown birthday that we didn’t
and a long time reinvigorating the old
even think about. The point is, they’re not
brand and trying to make it cool, or we
afraid to mess with their logo to better recould rebrand and instantly get a look or
flect how you’re feeling on the day you use
listen from the younger audience that had
their product. So, while some may think
long since checked out. Once somebody
the brand is the logo, it’s actually just an
Scott Mahalick
has an opinion on a brand, it’s tough to
aspect of the brand that can be used to
change it. We did our own research when
reinforce the bigger emotional impact of
we bought [in 2009] and it just reinforced the same
how your radio station makes them feel.”
thing. We had a hole right in the middle of our 25-54
Mahalick lets his Bull do the explaining. “You’ve
demo, so we made a move. And we got a look from
got to give it some soul and some meaning,” he says.
“A lot of stations that call themselves The Bull are very those people the minute we rebranded.”
Boldness is rewarded, even if it turns some away.
basic. But this is ‘4,000 pounds of hoof-pounding,
“We’re very afraid of truly differentiating ourselves and
ground-rounding, hot-shouting Bull!’ It has a feeling
stating clearly what we’re all about, and we seem to crave
of excitement to it, and that comes through in the

sic. [But] whether it’s what PPM has done to us or our
perpetual need to to be better or more like our competition, we put so much emphasis on music quantity that
it makes us very one-dimensional and replicable. If someone can play the same 40 songs you play, then it’s really
not much of an advantage. You can have a strong music
image and be a radio station that connects with listeners
on a very human and emotional level, but we also need
to create content that really matters to people where
they live and on the day they’re listening.”
He addresses “10-in-a-row” slogans and artist montage visuals, calling them “descriptive and what we do,
but that’s like Starbucks calling their store ‘Coffee,
Non-Stop Coffee, More Coffee, More Coffee Than Any
Other Coffee Shop.’ The context seems so ludicrous,
but that’s sort of what radio does. Starbucks is about an
experience. You go into Starbucks because it feels warm
and human and there’s an inviting atmosphere that
makes you want to come back and spend $5 on something Dunkin’ Donuts can sell you for $1.50.”
Branding success and failure are highly visible and
moving at a faster pace than ever. “You’re held accountable for your brand in a different way today,” Jones says.

We put so much emphasis on music
quantity that it makes us very one
dimensional and replicable. It’s like
Starbucks touting, ‘Coffee, Non-Stop Coffee,
More Coffee Than Any Other Coffee Shop.’

“

”

—Steve Jones

“But that doesn’t mean you need to change anything.
everyone’s affections,” Jones explains. “In most markets,
creative and writing process. Are the talent on your
If your brand is human and real and truly about an exyou don’t need more than a 10 share to be a runaway No.
station real and are they connected to and reflective
perience, then people holding you accountable for that
1. That means that 90% of the audience can hate you pasof the target? And are you maximizing all the attriis not necessarily a bad thing. Those sorts of conversasionately − even to the point where they never ever listen
butes of your brand?”
tions were always happening. They were just happening
to you − and you’d still be No. 1. One thing we can do
He points to the writing process being emotionally
better is try to understand who our listeners are, what they unbeknownst to you. It was among two friends walking
focused. “It needs to make you smile and it needs to
down the street saying, ‘You know, that brand isn’t what
expect from us and what they don’t. We also
make you feel. I’ve been working on copy
I thought it was.’ It was a very private conversation.
need to tell them who we are and who we’re
for our ‘At-Work Connection.’ The first
Now the conversation is more public. The upside to
not, and quit trying to get everyone’s approval.
line I have on my page is, ‘Your job is
that is you can take part in it. Brands have a winning
“Kiss is a great example of this because no
what you do, but we know who you are.’
social media strategy when the engagement isn’t about
matter what format you’re into, you know
That’s powerful creative and if you hear
selling, but it’s about interacting, explaining and somethem,” he adds. “And that’s a lesson. Before
that on the radio, yeah, you feel good.
they became Kiss, they were called Wicked Les- times about apologizing.”
You feel proud of what you’re doing as
Learn how to do social media correctly, urges
ter and they weren’t very successful. The only
an individual and as a country fan, and
Glasco. “I see a lot of radio stations use Facebook to
thing that changed between Wicked Lester
for being part of the radio station. Our
Steve Jones
promote a contest or ticket giveaway in 15 minutes.
and Kiss, besides the name, was their look, the
brand reflects every element and every
I don’t see many radio stations or their personalities
make-up and their stage presence. They started blowing
aspect of that, and on a lot of levels. We need a specjust engaging. Social media is the greatest way in the
stuff up on stage and the next thing you know, they were
trum of emotions to continuously touch people and
world for you to meet your listeners and have them
on a world tour. They didn’t get exponentially better as
make the brand come alive and connect.”
get familiar with you. Familiarity is a wonderful thing.
musicians, but they did show the world something it had
Matt Fischer, President/CEO of Cincinnati-based
It breeds habits, and those are what we’re after; we
never seen before and that forced people to pay attenmarketing and advertising firm Curiosity Advertiswant to be their radio habit. The way you get there
tion. And attention is really a huge currency.”
ing, says radio isn’t all that different from other
is to first be what they’re looking for. The other is
“Rebranding as ‘The Bull’ brought the imagery and
products. “It’s an entity that wants to be attractive
to have them get familiar with you and feel like they
feel of what a bull represents in the country life group
to another group – an audience,” he says. “So what
know you. After that, they’re going to listen. They’re
to the radio,” Mahalick says. “This is rodeo country.
are the qualities that make them attractive? Certain
going to be a P1 for your radio station.”
There’s the [100-year-old] Pendleton Round-Up out
things have high functional benefits – Tide gets your
Above all, tell good stories. “It’s how we remember
here and there’s just a powerful, long history of being
laundry clean better. In the case of a radio station,
and how we process things,” Fischer says. “The vocabassociated with the west and cowboys. And we knew we
it’s the emotional benefits that are really powerful
ulary might be a little different among different audiwouldn’t have to explain it. When most people see our
to their audiences. But, if you’re really not sure what
ences, but the narratives have the same components.”
logo with the bull and nose-ring and horns, they know
the emotional benefits that you’re providing are,
And it starts with the connection to
it’s a Country station.”
how can you elevate that to a level that engages the
the audience. “Sometimes I think raaudience? And how do you do it in a way that the
dio is so used to broadcasting, they’re
How Many More Times
audience is able to both recognize and appreciate?”
not as good at listening,” Fischer adds.
Messaging can be overdone. “If you
“The best brands in the world are the
absolutely have to have a slogan, ‘Today’s
Calling Dr. Love
ones that really listen well.”
New Country’ is a pretty good one right now
Identifying the most effective emotional connec“At the end of the day, my goal is to
because that’s what’s driving the format, isn’t
tions is a primary step. “If you have the ability to do
put a love-mark on our brand so that peoit?” Glasco says. “But don’t get hung up on a
research, that’s great,” Glasco says. “If not, at least get
ple don’t just like the radio station, they
slogan, because that’s not it! If you feel the
some listener panels going. Get out to events and talk
Matt Fischer
love it,” Mahalick concludes. “In order to
need to do it − and I’m over simplifying here
to your listeners. Have your finger on the pulse of the
love it, you have to have a lot of great atto make a point − pick something that says
life group as much as possible so that you can know
tributes and a lot of that comes from the talent. We’re
their language and what their hot-buttons are. There’s what you do and play and say it in as much listenerready to step into our next phase now, putting some
speak as you possibly can. Then let’s move on to the
no such thing as too much information, though there
real legs on with our morning show. As we evolve the
things that are really going to bring them to your table
is such a thing as too much analysis of that informabrand, hopefully we’ll get to the point where people
and keep them there. And that is attempts to define
tion. And you’ve got to be constant with gathering it.
love us. I think that’s the ultimate goal for any great
You can’t just say, ‘Well, we’ve done our listener panels the proposition, ‘This is who I am, this is what I do for
brand. People that own Macs are good examples. I love
and we’re okay for another year.’ No. Sorry. That does you and this is me touching emotions in you.’”
my iPhone. And that’s how I want people to love my
Jones elaborates, “I don’t think there’s anything
not work. Things are moving too fast right now.”
radio station.”
CAC
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